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At the same time, Yuri already caught up to an escaping Joel and struck a blow right across his retreating!

“Thud!” with a deafening slam, Joel’s entire body was propelled backward like a kite that lost its string and landed on the ground

a few feet away.

He spat out two mouthfuls of blood from the impact and slumped on the ground feebly. It was clear that he suffered a serious

injury from this.

Thankfully, in consideration of the Hiltons‘ background, Yuri did not have the intent to kill him and thus eased up a little on his

attack. If not, Joel would have suffered an even more dire fate by now!

“What’s wrong, Joel? Are you okay?” the middle–aged man panicked at this sight and quickly sprinted forward to help him up.

It was clear that this middle–aged man was none other than Joel’s father, the president of Hiltons Corporation–Sebastian Hiltons.

“I’m fine, Father. Just suffered some internal injuries. However, you must avenge me–Yuri Thompson has not only barged into

our territory for no reason but even assaulted me!” Joel murmured, stifling his pain.

“Yes, my son. Don’t worry, I’ll do everything in my power to get revenge!” Sebastian was relieved to hear that his son was fine.

Then, he shot Yuri a murderous glare, as though he wanted nothing more than to skin him alive right that instant!

The guards already notified him of Yuri’s unannounced visit just now, which was why he managed to arrive at the scene just in

time, but he never once imagined that Yuri would dare to attack his son right under his nose!

This was a tremendous shock to him!

“Yuri Thompson, we Hiltons have never once impinged on the Thompsons‘ affairs, and yet you trespass into my territory and

assault my son for no reason! This is unacceptable! You must give me an explanation for this right now, or else!” Sebastian

threatened.

“President Hiltons, I know you’re trying to scare me, but I won’t be threatened! Your precious son has sabotaged Elegante Group

in the name of Hiltons Corporation, and I’m teaching him a lesson for using such lowly ways of getting what he wants!” Yuri

sneered.

“Ah, it turns out you’re here on behalf of Elegante Group!” Sebastian replied.

Elegante Group’s rise to power rendered them a great threat to Hiltons Corporation, and as the president of the company,

Sebastian had long since heard of their name, and was also fully aware of what his son did to them!

Not only that but upon discovering his son’s intentions, he chose to turn a blind eye to this saboteur’s behavior.

After all, Elegante Group was a newly established business, so he, like Joel, did not care much for Elegante Group at all! He

secretly hoped that Joel’s plan would succeed in destroying Elegante Group before they could become a big enough threat to

thwart Hiltons Corporation’s success!

“Yuri, I’ve already made it clear that this is between me and Leon. You Thompsons have no right to stick our nose into our

business, no matter what we do to Elegante Group!” Joel said coldly.
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